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Abstract. Generalizations of Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint methods (ELLAM) to non
linear advection-diffusion equations in one space dimension are considered. Diffusion is modeled
by standard piecewise linear finite elements at each new time-level. To model advection, consistent
space-time extensions of elements and test functions are constructed by solving a first order conser
vation equation. First the basic algorithm is developed, then two approximations of time integrals
are derived. The first approach is an Euler-backward-like scheme, the second is a Cranck-Nicolson
type scheme. Numerical experiments indicating optimal order convergence are presented.
Key words. Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint methods (ELLAM), Godunov methods,
nonlinear advection-diffusion equations.
1 Introduction
The numerical solution of advective-diffusive transport problems arise in many important
applications in science and engineering. Such problems are difficult to discretize and con
ventional methods usually exhibit some combination of nonphysical oscillations or excessive
numerical diffusion [12, 24]. Extra complications arise when the process is advection dom
inated or advection is nonlinear. It is therefor important to develop efficient methods that
can treat different balances of nonlinear advection and diffusion in an accurate and consistent
way within the same application.
The Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint methods (ELLAM) [2, 13, 23], combines the
ideas of the Eulerian-Lagrangian (EL) techniques, e.g. [10], and the localized adjoint methods
(LAM), e.g. [I]. ELLAM schemes are based on constructing space-time elements and test
functions aligned with the physical flow. This yield schemes that are optimal in space in
some sense, and with small truncation errors in time. Thus, accurate and mass conservative
schemes that treat general boundary conditions may be constructed.
ELLAM-schemes have been developed and analyzed for linear, transport-dominated flow
problems both in one and multiple space dimensions [14, 22, 28, 29, 33, 34] and for systems of
equations with nonlinear reaction terms [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 32, 35]. ELLAM schemes are
also developed for the nonlinear Buckley-Leverett equation, based on a particular splitting
of the flux-function [7].
In this paper a general approach to nonlinear transport problems are considered, based on
combining a standard operator-splitting technique with a forward tracking ELLAM-scheme.
Hence, by solving a first-order conservation equation in order to construct space-time ele
ments, advection and diffusion are modeled in a consistent and accurate way. A l'st order
in time Euler-backward (EB) scheme and a 2'nd order Crank-Nicolson (CN) scheme are
constructed based on this approach. The conservation equation is solved numerically by a
Godunov-type method in this paper, but other methods may be considered.
The Godunov-Mixed Methods stated and analyzed in [8, 9] leads to a somewhat similar
scheme as the EB-scheme derived in this paper. However, the Godunov-Mixed Methods
approximate diffusion by a mixed finite element method in contrast to the standard element
method used here.
In Section 2 the mathematical problem is stated and the basic splitting technique is
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derived. In Section 3 a suitable space-time test space is constructed, and in Section 4
two approximations of time integrals are considered. In Section 5 completely discretized
schemes are derived based on using Godunov-type methods to solve the transport problem.
Numerical experiments are outlined in sections 5 and 6 and some error estimates are verified.
Furthermore, qualitative properties of the schemes are discussed. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 6.
2 Operator splitting
Let u{x,t) satisfy the initial-value problem
(i)
Here V is a parabolic operator, / is the advective flux, D is the diffusion coefficient (assumed
for simplicity to be constant) and u0 is a known function of x.
Let U{x,t) approximate the analytic solution u{x,t) of (1). Define Sh C Hq{H) to be a
finite-element approximation space on a partitioning {xi} of the real-axis. For convenience,
choose Xi = iAx, i = 0,±1,±2,.... The problem is to determine Un+l (x) = U{x,tn+l ) €
Sh at discrete time-levels tn+l -(n + I)A*, n = 0, 1, ...,iV, with U°{x) being a suitable
approximation of Uq{x).
Let Hn+l = (—00,00) x [2n ,tn+l ] denote a space-time strip in R+. Replace übyU in
(1), multiply the equation by a test function w{x,t) G #o(On+l ) an(i integrate-by-parts over
J7n+l . Since w{—00, t) = w{oo,t) = 0, the following local weak form of equation (1) is
obtained: „ .
where (2) must be satisfied for every admissible test function w{x,t).
Next, split U{x,t) into two parts
(3)
where Uq is a solution of a related initial-value problem
(4)
The operator Vq approximates V and may be chosen in various ways depending on the
particular problem considered. For transport dominated processes a natural choice is:
(5)
u{x,o) = uq{x), — oo <x < 00.
CJI{uw< + {f{u) - D9I) w*} dxdt (2)
/oo roo v /Un+l wn+l dx- / Un wndx- o J—oo
U{x,t) = Uo {x,t)-rUr{x,t),
VqUq =0, -oo<x <00, tn <t< tn+l ,
Uo{x,tn ) = Un {x), — oo < x < 00.
Wo = ? + -J {/(%)}.
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It is well known that nonlinear flux-functions may generate solutions that possess shocks.
Weak solutions of (3), (5) on Hn+l are defined by:
(6)
A physical solution of (6) is uniquely determined by the entropy condition [26]:
for all u between vi and ur . Here, u/ and ur denote the left- and right-hand-side values of
a discontinuity propagating in time (shock curve) with shock-speed 6 given by the Rankine-
Hugoniot jump condition:
(8)
As a consequence of (7), no characteristic drawn in the direction of decreasing t intersects a
shock curve [25]. This observation is important for the construction of test functions.




denote the "adjoint" of Vo. This coincide with the usual definition of an adjoint when / is
linear. Equation (11) is motivated by the fact that f'(Uo) approximates the particle speed,
except for possible lines of discontinuity (shock curves) of Ug. Hence, Vg as defined by (11),
reflects the Lagrangian nature of the problem.
Combine (10), (11) with (6), neglect the second-order term in U\ and obtain:
(12)
for every admissible test function w{x,t) € Cr){Qn+l ). Note that the only approximation
used in deriving (12) from (2) is the linearization given by neglecting the second order term
in (9). In the linear case, f" = 0, this becomes exact.
rtn+l roo
/ / {U0wt + f(Uo)ws ] dxdt
= / US+1 wn+1dx- / Un wn dx,J—oo J—oo
/(«) - __) > , > ___/(_) (7)
u— Ul ~~ ~ u— ur
f{ui) - f{ur )s =
Ul — ur
f(U) = /(t/o) + f(OoWi + \f"(U)UI (9)
where U is between U0 and U. Insert (9) into (2) and get:
rt"* 1 roo ( BU dw\
L L(Uaw' +f^w'- D^^) dxdt
rtn+l roo / 1 A n \
+ f J Ur (wt + f(Uo)wx -r -f"{U)UIwx} dxdt
/oo rooUn+l wn+l dx - / Un wn dx.- o J—oo
Vlw = -wt - f(U0)wx (11)
/oo r tn+l r°° BU Bw r°°Un+l wn+l dx+ f D^-^dxdt= US+1 wn+l dx- o Jtn J-oo OK OK J-oo
rtn+l roo
+ / / UxVlwdxdt,Jtn J-oo
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3 Construction of a Test Space
Let Th C Co(Dn+l ) denote a discrete test space. Motivated by ELLAM concepts, choose
space-time test functions that makes Vg vanish or as small as possible. To achieve this, let
Sh = span{9i, i = 0, ±1,...}, then a test space Th = span{wi, i = 0,±1,...} is determined
by
This is a linear advection equation, to be solved backward in time. Characteristics associated
with the operators Vg, Vg as defined by (5), (11), are given by:
If Ug is smooth, then Ug and W{ are constant along the characteristics, thus given by straight
lines:
x*{x,t; r) =x- f'{Uo){t - r), tn <r < tn+\ (15)
Hence, for characteristics not intersecting lines of discontinuity
Suppose Ug possesses a shock propagating along the curve
ta being the time when the shock first appears. Let C/J+1 and Ufi* 1 be the left- and
right-hand-side values of Ug at {xs {tn+l ),tn+l ). Consequently, two characteristics meet at
(zs (*"+l ),i"+I ):
Let Rs denote the shock region
see Figure l(a). Since no characteristics tracked backward from time-level tn+l intersect Rs ,
test functions on Ra are arbitrarily prescribed by the values along the shock curve. The
simplest possible continuous space-time test function satisfying (13) everywhere, is therefor
defined by taking the constant value Øi(x,(tn+1 )) on Rs . On the other hand, by (7), charac
teristics can not diverge from a physical shock. In this way the entropy condition enters the
construction to ensure Th C Cq. The only possible case when characteristics may diverge
from a discontinuity, is a rarefaction wave issuing from an initial discontinuity say at {xs ,o).
Such points of exception may create some numerical difficulties, see below.
To summarize the construction: Each space-time strip On+l is divided into regions where
Ug is smooth and possibly a finite number of shock regions Rs . Space-time test functions
are defined by
p>' =_51 " /' (c/o)S1=0, °° <x<oo > t n <t<ta+\ (13)W{{x,tn+l ) = 9{{x), —oo < x < 00.
dx nl/rT . dt .
Sr-m), sr-1. (14)
Uo(x,t) = Un {x*{x,t;tn)) and w{ (x,t) = Øi{x*{x,t;tn+1 )), tn <t< tn+l .
x s = xs {r), tn <t3 <r<tn+\
xi[(t) = x,(r^)-f'(us;1 )(t^1 -t),
x'T (t) = «,(*»+') - /'(t/0"r+1 )(«"+ I - t).
Rs = {{x,t) I x*i(t) <x< x*r {t), tn <t< tn+l ] , (16)
f 6t {x*(x,t;t^)), {x,t)eQn+l \Rs , t xwAx.t) = < (17)
\ øi{xa {tnJ»)) {x,t)eRs . )
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By choice of Vg, these test functions also reflects the Lagrangian nature of the problem.
Space-time elements £l™+1 are defined by tracking characteristics x*(t) backward from nodes
(æi_i,fl+1 ) and {xi,tn+l ), see Figure l(a). By convention, track x*(t) if a node coincide
with x s {tn+l ). Hence, if a discontinuity appears at x s {tn+l ), æ,_i < xs (tn+l ) < Xi, then
Rs C n*+1 . With $i being the usual hat functions, a test function wi(x,t) with support on
Rs is depicted in Figure l(b). Figure 2 shows elements used in a computation.
Remark: By the definition of Vg wc may generally assume Ur to be small in absolute value
which allows us to neglect the second order term in Ur in equation (12). This is not the case
when Ug develops a shock within a time step, since U will always remain smooth {t > 0).
However, by the construction of test functions, the second-order term in Ur will in fact vanish
on Rs since this term is multiplied by wx and wx = 0 on Rs .
4 Approximations of time integral
Combining(l2), (13) and (17), successive approximations to (1) are given by the problems;
Find Un+l eShi n = 0, 1, ..., AT, such that:
(18)
To approximate the time integral, assume for simplicity that Ug possesses only one shock
propagating along the curve x = xs {t), such that x*{t) < xs {t) < x*r {t). Then, by (16), (17):
/ / Dinr'dxdt=[j / +/ / )D——^dxdt
Jtn J-oo OK OK \Jtn J-oo Jtn Jx*(t)J ox ox
(19)
By (14), (15), Lagrangian coordinates are given by:
(20)
The Jacobian of this map reduces to
d{x,t) dx
di
Hence, (19) transform as:
ftn+l f°° r.dUdwij Js //•M*n+l ) f tn+l roo ft»+*\ BUdwi dx J J&
l \ Djr^Tdxdt = / / + / / D~a~irJu dTd{>i 21
Jtn J-oo OK OK \J-oo Jtn Jxs {tn^) Jt n J OK OK BE,
since (20) maps f = constant onto characteristics through {£,tn+l ). Wc consider two ap
proximations of (21):
(i) Euler-backward (EB): Approximate the integrand in (21) by the value at the head of the
characteristic:
/oo /-tn+l roo BU Bw r°°Un+l 9idx + / / D^-^dxdt = / US+1 9idx, i= 0, ±1,- o Jtn J- OK OK J-oo
t{t,r) =r, x{t,r) = f -f'(US+1 (iW+1 ~ r).
\D dx dxdt)^ T) ~ D dx dx (22)
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Combine (21) and (22) with (18) and obtain:
(23)
Note that equations (23) are completely symmetric and does not require explicit evaluations
of Wi(x,t), t <tn+l .
(ii) Crank-Nicolson (CN): Replace the integrand in (21) by the average of the values at the
foot and the head of the characteristics:
(24)
Combine (21) and (24) with (18), transform back to Eulerian coordinates and get:
(25)
where wc have used that dw^/dx = 0, x € [x*{tn ),x*{tn )]. Again, (25) is completely sym
metric. In computations w? is approximated by piecewise linear functions on the partitioning
{x*} of the z-axis as suggested in Figure l(b).
Although Crank-Nicolson is unconditionally stable for linear problems, unwanted finite
oscillations can occur in the presence of discontinuities or sharp gradients, due to the partly
explicit treatment of diffusion [30]. Because of this one might expect the CN-scheme to
perform poorly in the presence of fronts generated by the nonlinearity in /. This is generally
not true since the explicit part of such fronts are smeared out or removed by the definition
of test functions. On the other hand, oscillations will appear when a rarefaction wave is
computed from an initial discontinuity by the CN-scheme. Such oscillations may be filtered
away, e.g. by taking an EB-step initially .
5 Numerical investigations
In the following, let Sh be a standard piecewise linear trial space with nodes at {xi}. Analyti
cal expressions for Ug +1 are generally not feasible. However, US+1 may be computed indepen
dently by explicit -methods, e.g. higher-order Godunov schemes. To simplify the exposition,
assume wc have chosen to use Godunov's method to solve (4), (5). Let Axg = Ax/Nh and
Atg = At/Nt be the space- and time-step used to approximate Uq +1 .Nh and Nt are integers
chosen so that the CFL-condition is maintained. Godunov's method computes approxima
tions Ug to UO , at time levels tn+Nt , j = 1, 2, ..., Nt , represented by:
(26)
/oo roo BUnJr^ dØ f°°Un+l Øt dx +At / D— -r^dxdt = / US+l Øidx, i= 0, ±1,- o J—oo OK OK J—oo
( n dUdwidx\ \( n dUn+l dsi n dUn dwfdx n \
{D faJx"dt) U ' T) * 2 {"im + D ~dx~dx~~di )  
roo At f°° dUn+l B9;
/ V+iØidz +%- D°\-°-^åxJ—oo & J—oo OK OK - p. i-i
__ oo
t/o" *(*)- £ Vlxti*), i = i,2,...,iv,i=—oo
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where Xii x ) 1S the characteristic function:
The initial data corresponding to j = 0 in (26) is determined from Un {x) by averaging:
From the representation (26), an approximate right-hand-side of (18) is given by:
(27)
where the last inner product is computed by exact integration. Since Godunov's method is
only first order, errors will accumulate unless Atg <C At. In computations we have used the
slope-limiter method given in [21]. This extension is straight forward, and is obtained by
replacing (26) by:
(28)
where s{ is the slope limiter. It is well known that Godunov-type methods are difFusive and
does not track shocks/fronts explicitly like for example front tracking methods. Possible
shock values {x™* 1 , Ug*1 , Uq*1 )to be used by the CN-scheme, are here estimated by direct
inspection of data {Ug.*}. There is no unique way of doing this and details are omitted here.
Consider the linear problem defined by f{u) = Vu, where V is a constant particle speed.
In Lagrangian coordinates (1) transforms to the standard heat equation and (18) reduces to
a variational form of the heat equation. Using that
the integrals in (23) and (25) can be determined exactly. Hence, by standard arguments, see
for example [31], optimal order error estimates for the EB- and CN-scheme in the Z^-norm
are respectively:
and
where Cr and C2 are constants. Note that time-truncation errors should be evaluated along
characteristics.
The main new feature introduced by nonlinearity, is existence of self-sharpening fronts.
The simplest possible test problem involving a seif sharpening front is the following initial
value problem for Burgers' equation:
Y (x\ = i 1 (« - V2)^ <a< (i + 1/2)A*„
XIV ; " I 0 otherwise.
I r(i+l/2)Axg




Ur,"(*) = £ (Ui,-rsi{x-iAxg))xi{x), j = 1,2,...,Nt ,i= — oo
U£+I {x) = Un{x - VAt) and w? (x) = Øi{x + VAt)
UgJ1 - u{tN+l ) 2 < Cr{At + Ax2 ) (29)
U^1 - u{tN+l ) 2 < C2 (At2 -r Ax2 ), (30)
ut + uux = Duxx , {x,t)£K\,
1 — OO <X< 0, /oi \
w (z,o) = < 1-23 0 < x < 1/2,
0 1/2 < x < 00.
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For large times the solution of (31) approaches a quasi-steady state, given by [27]:
(32)
The main sources of errors not accounted for in the linear estimates (29), (30), are the
linearization (9), (10) and the approximation of the L2-projection of Ug by (27). Wc are
not concerned about the approximation (27), and eliminate this by making Axg <C Ax and
Atg <C At. Furthermore, the computations are truncated in space by assuming that the
solution satisfy:
By choosing 0 < t < 3.2 and D = 0.05, the error due to this truncation seems to be (mostly)
negligible. Note also that any other choice of D may be transformed back to this example
by rescaling the x- and t-axis. In Figure 3 the solution is computed using the CN-scheme
and compared with the asymptotic solution (32). In Figures 5 and 6 the logarithm of the
i/2-error:
is computed as a function of log Ai with Ax < 1 fixed (Figure 5), and log Ax with At <C 1
fixed (Figure 6). Here, tN+l = 2.4, UN+l is computed by the CN- and the EB-scheme, and
u{x,t) is given by (32). Assume that
(34)
and
where Cr and C 2are constants. Using linear regression to determine a best linear fit to the
data in Figures 5 and 6, gives pEB = 0.98, &eb = 2.02, peN = 1-82 (omitting the two first data
points, see next section) and &en = 2.06. The loss of convergence rate for the CN-scheme
when At — 0, is caused by erroneous fluxes at the boundaries due to the truncation (33).
By leaving out the two data points given by the smallest At (as well as the two largest) gives
Pcn = 2.06.
6 Large time-step behavior
In the previous section wc investigated asymptotical behavior for small At, Ax. Practical
problems are ofte characterized by slow time scales when viewed in Lagrangian coordinates.
It is therefor important to investigate large time step performance when this is consistent
with the physical problem studied. In fact, since test functions (17) are constructed to reflect
the Lagrangian nature of the problem, wc expect long, stable and accurate time steps to be
feasible.
Assume that the solution posses a traveling front. Split / into two parts
(36)
/ > i i ,/ 1 r i ii\
u(*,*) = ---tanh(^— [*--<- -jj.
. . / 1., x < -0.5,
"(M) = \O., x>3. < 33)
error =JJ {UN+l - u{x,tN+l ) 2 ) dx
errorEB ~ Cr{AtPEB + Axk™)
errorcN ~ C2 (AtPc" + AxfccN ), (35)
f(u) = f(u;t)-rd{u;t),
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such that /' represents the actual particle speed. The parameter t indicates that the splitting
generally is time dependent. In the limit D — 0, / is given by:
(37)
where s is the shock speed (8) and u/, ur are the right- and left-hand-side values respectively
of the discontinuity. The width of the front is O{D/\d'\), where \d'\ ~ max\Bd/du\, since
the diffusive flux is asymptotically balanced by the residual advective flux d. Suppose this
front can be resolved in the trial-space Sh- The front-width of the approximate solution
obtained from the EB-scheme is easily seen to be of o{{DAi)*) for reasonable large At,
since Ug at most can sharpen to a discontinuity in each time step. Consequently, if Ug
has sharpened to a maximum shock in time At, then a too wide front-width is computed
unless At ~ D/{\d'\) 2 . Introducing the Courant number Cv = At\d'\/Ax and the mesh
Péclet number Pc — Ax\d!\/D, both relative the residual advective flux d, wc see that the
approximated front becomes to wide, unless Cv is chosen so that
Cu~ Pe~\ (38)
or less. Note that (38) is not a stability bound, but merely a measure of an optimal choice of
time step in terms of obtaining correct balance between advection (sharpening) and diffusion.
This bound is of course only of importance in the presence of fronts, since d{u) = 0 otherwise.
The bound (38) can be somewhat reduced by taking the shock region R 3into account,
as done by the CN-scheme. In fact, by a similar heuristic argument as above, the following
bound is obtained for the CN-scheme
(39)
since diffusion is effectively halfed in the front region by the CN-scheme. However, this
argument also shows that wc at most can expect first-order convergence in time for large
time steps. This may explain the "bend" in the CN-curve in Figure 5. On the other hand,
as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the CN-scheme obviously perform better than the EB
scheme even for large At.
In many cases approximate splittings (36), (37) are known and may be utilized [3, 4, 5,
6, 11]. For example, the solution of problem (31) approaches a traveling quasi-steady state
leading to f{u) = w/2 after a certain time ts ~ 1/2. In such cases it may be natural to
choose
and group the residual advective term together with diffusion to obtain a more accurate
balance between diffusion and advective sharpening. This lead to nonsymmetry, and care
must be tåken to construct test spaces that yield stable and not too diffusive schemes, see
for example [3, s].
{f{u), max(ui, ur ) <u,
su, mm{ui,ur ) <u < max{ui,ur )
f{u), u<mm{ui,ur )
e vi
'he width of the front is 0(D/\d'\). where I
Cv < 2Pe~\
Wo = + |(/(t/o))
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7 Conclusions
The aim of the ELLAM methodology is to systematically discretize advection-diffusion prob
lems with general boundary conditions in an accurate, mass-conservative, oscillation-free
manner. Previous papers have carried this out successfully for problems with linear trans
port terms, and to some extent, for nonlinear transport. The present work is the first to
combine ELLAM with Godunov-type methods to handle nonlinear advection in a general
way.
One of the interests of this work has been to see if a second-order in time ELLAM scheme
is feasible in the presence of fronts generated by nonlinearity. The conclusion based on the
experiments performed here is affirmative. However, the implementation is fairly complicated
and for more general problems O(At)-approximations may easily enter the computations,
e.g. at the boundaries.
The main result from this work is the derivation of an operator-splitting technique for a
nonlinear conservation equation within the ELLAM-framework. Since the choice of splitting
in some sense is arbitrary (determined by physical considerations), different solution strate
gies for the advection part may be relevant. In this paper, Godunov schemes are choosen
because of their generality and robustness. We also note that the operator splitting choosen
here leads to completely symmetrized equations, which is numerically desirable.
The problem of determining optimal space- and time-steps for the computation of the
approximate solution Uq of the hyperbolic problem, has not been investigated. The loss of
accuracy from taking the Z^-projection of this approximation onto the trial space is difficult
to analyze, since the errors in the final approximate solution and the errors in Uo are measured
in different norms.
Work is now in progress to extend the proposed scheme (I'st-order in time) to the
Buckley-Leverett equation, whith different boundary conditions being considered. We are
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Figure 1: (a) Space-time elements and (b) test function
Figure 2: Space-time elements at successive time steps for the example in Figure 3. Shock
regions /?,. are marked by horizontal lines.
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x
Figure 3: Solution at successive time steps, n = 0,1,. ..,4; Ax = 0.175, At = 0.8, Axg
0.0175, Atg = 0.0087.
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Figure 5: Logarithm of the L 2 — error versus logarithm of At; tN+l = 2.4, Ax = 0.0044
Axg = 0.0022. At, = 0.0011.
log Ax
Figure 6: Logarithm of the L> — error versus logarithm of Ax: tN+l = 2.4. At = 0.01.
Ax, -O.OL At, -0.005.
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